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Competitiveness Of The Asean Countries
Germany once again achieved the highest rank in the latest edition of UNIDO’s Competitive Industrial Performance (CIP) Index. China has climbed
three positions in the last six years and currently ...
Germany still leads the world in industrial competitiveness, but China is inching closer
It has attracted the likes of Facebook and Google. But with a local talent deficit, Singapore is looking abroad for skilled workers to fuel its tech boom.
This country is having a major tech boom - but needs you to fill all the vacant jobs
The UN Security Council had previously called for an immediate end to violence in Myanmar.. Read more at straitstimes.com.
Myanmar junta seeks stability before allowing Asean envoy visit
Leaders of countries in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean) reached consensus on five points at a summit on the Myanmar crisis last
month, which was attended by the architect of the ...
Myanmar junta says no Asean envoy visit until stability restored
Titled 'What We Waste', the report delves into the decline in the usage of refillable containers in the beverage industry over 20 years.
China, India, Philippines Among Top Asian Countries To Record Sharpest Decline Of Refillables, Report Finds
Pro-democracy activists have said an agreement between the Junta chief and ASEAN is a slap in the face to the people of Myanmar. Leaders at the
ASEAN leaders and Gen Min Aung Hlaing reached a ...
Asean’s Statement is a Slap on the Face of the People of Myanmar
ASEAN must balance competing challenges in order to arrive at a meaningful outcome at the Special Summit, says Moe Thuzar.
Commentary: The ups and downs of ASEAN’s dealings with Myanmar
From Chinese railroad workers in Utah to Filipino shrimpers in Louisiana, here are tales of immigration, struggle, and belonging.
Beyond Chinatowns: These places explore the roots of Asian America
"We need to make sure that we get elected officials and folks who make policy that care about us, that look at the issues and see how they affect
us." ...
AAPI Heritage Month: How Advocacy and Allyship Can Help Stop Asian Hate, According to Public Wise’s Christina Baal-Owens
“If we aren't mindful of how our communities have been pitted against each other, we can unintentionally perpetuate white supremacy," says
organizer and pastor Rev. Raymond Chang.
The Power of Allyship Between Black and Asian-Americans
75% of employers see the importance of carrying out regular training needs analysis for their workforce to drive the competitiveness of their
business. 55% of employers agree that they need external ...
Driving Competitiveness by Closing Skills Gaps – Over Half of Employers Need External Help
Pakistan's business community has expressed concern over a possible revocation of the EU's preferential trade status. The country's economy is
under pressure from the COVID crisis and the government's ...
Pakistan: Blasphemy law and the economic pitfalls
Vietnam is pushing a strategy to take advantage of digital and smart technology to grow the country’s startup hub.
Why Vietnam is the leading startup hub of Southeast Asia?
Hate crimes against Asian Americans have been spiking since the beginning of this year, new research shows. They’re up 164% over the same
period last year, according to the study from the Center for ...
GRAPHIC: Study says hate crimes against Asian Americans up 164% from last year
Heritage Month in May, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) today announced it will contribute $200,000 to nonprofit organizations that support
the AAPI community, with a focus on safety ...
Supporting Local Communities: PG&E Contributes $200,000 to Celebrate and Support the Asian American Pacific Islander
Community
Hate incidents against Asian Americans in the US continue to climb despite political and social awareness campaigns, according to two new reports.
Hate crimes against Asian Americans rose 169% in the ...
Hate incidents against Asian Americans rise in US: Reports
An invasive alien species of the world's biggest hornet has been found for the first time in Ireland in a north Dublin home. The Asian Hornet is native
to parts of Asia and Russia but is a threat to ...
First Irish sighting of 'threatening' Asian Hornet spotted in Dublin
The World Health Organization on Friday gave its authorization for emergency use of a COVID-19 vaccine manufactured by China’s Sinopharm,
potentially paving the way for millions of the doses ...
WHO panel OKs emergency use of China’s Sinopharm vaccine, paving way for doses to reach needy countries
It is about time that dim sum made their mark on the Brussels food scene. The people at Dim's put their heart and soul into the Chinese steamed
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filled dumplings.
Dim's: the rise of the dumpling
AN ASIAN HORNET has been identified in the wild in Ireland for the first time. The Asian hornet – which is in the same family as the Asian giant
hornet or “murder hornet”, but is a different species – ...
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